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Massimiliano Simons
Hacking the body?

Grinders
Grinders
Are we cyborgs yet?
 Church of Body modification, biohack.me, BMEZine, …
 Body hacktivism
 Biohacking: DIY biology
Synthetic Biology
DIY Biology
Emancipation from evolution?
“ But then, one evil day, a cell resembling a
primitive bacterium happened to find itself
one jump ahead of its neighbors in
efficiency. That cell, anticipating Bill Gates
by three billion years, separated itself from
the community and refused to share. Its
offspring became the first species of
bacteria—and the first species of any kind—
reserving their intellectual property for
their own private use.
Now, after three billion years, the Darwinian
interlude is over. It was an interlude
between two periods of horizontal gene
transfer. ”
~ Freeman Dyson, “Our biotech future” (2007)
Cyborg Society?
 Problem of inequality
 Problem of gender
 Problem of naturalness
 …
History of body modification
 “It has always been this way!”
 Group or individuality?
 Functional or cosmetic?
